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Art in the Lives of Ordinary Romans Univ of California Press
In this book, Catherine E. Pratt explores how oil and wine became
increasingly entangled in Greek culture, from the Late Bronze Age to
the Archaic period. Using ceramic, architectural, and
archaeobotanical data, she argues that Bronze Age exchange
practices initiated a strong network of dependency between oil and
wine production, and the people who produced, exchanged, and
used them. After the palatial collapse, these prehistoric connections
intensified during the Iron Age and evolved into the large-scale
industries of the Classical period. Pratt argues that oil and wine in pre-
Classical Greece should be considered 'cultural commodities',
products that become indispensable for proper social and economic
exchanges well beyond economic advantage. Offering a detailed
diachronic account of the changing roles of surplus oil and wine in
the economies of pre-classical Greek societies, her book contributes to
a broader understanding of the complex interconnections between
agriculture, commerce, and culture in the ancient Mediterranean.
Biology of Microorganisms on Grapes, in Must and
in Wine Penguin
This pioneering volume brings together specialists
from contemporary craft and industry and from
archaeology to examine both the material
properties and the cultural dimensions of leather.
The common occurrence of animal skin products
through time, whether vegetable tanned leather,
parchment, vellum, fat-cured skins or rawhide
attest to its enduring versatility, utility and
desirability. Typically grouped together as
'leather', the versatility of these materials is
remarkable: they can be soft and supple like a
textile, firm and rigid like a basket, or hard and
watertight like a pot or gourd. This volume
challenges a simple utilitarian or functional
approach to leather; in a world of technological
and material choices, leather is appropriated
according to its suitability on many levels. In
addressing the question Why leather? authors of
this volume present new perspectives on the
material and cultural dimensions of leather. Their
wide-ranging research includes the microscopic
examination of skin structure and its influence on
behaviour, experiments on medieval cuir bouilli
armour, the guild secrets behind the leather
components of nineteenth-century industrial
machinery, new research on ancient Egyptian
chariot leather, the relationship between wine and
wineskins, and the making of contemporary leather
wall covering. The Archaeological Leather Group
promotes the study of leather and leather objects
from archaeological and other contexts. The Group
aims to provide a focus for the investigation of
leather, and to develop new research by bringing
together a broad range of knowledge and experience
both practical and academic. Leather is explored
through its manufacture, function, context,
processing, recording, conservation, care and
curation. Members come from a variety of
disciplines and include archaeologists,
historians, conservators, artefact specialists,
materials engineers and leather workers. The Group
normally meets twice a year and organises one
scholarly meeting in the spring, and visits a
museum, working tannery or other place of leather
interest in the autumn. The Archaeological Leather
Group Newsletter is published twice a year, and
the website maintains a comprehensive and
expanding leather bibliography.

Oil, Wine, and the Cultural Economy of Ancient
Greece Univ of California Press
Bringing together a wide array of modern scientific
techniques and interdisciplinary approaches, this book
provides an accessible guide to the methods that form the
current bedrock of research into Roman, and more
broadly ancient, wine. Chapters are arranged into
thematic sections, covering biomolecular archaeology and
chemical analysis, archaeobotany and palynology,
vineyard and landscape archaeology and computational
and experimental archaeology. These include discussions
of some of the most recent techniques, such as ancient
DNA and organic residue analyses, geophysical

prospection, multispectral imaging and spatial and climatic
modelling. While most of the content is of direct relevance
to the Roman Mediterranean, the assortment of detailed
case studies, methodological outlines and broader 'state of
the field' reflections is of equal use to researchers working
across disparate disciplines, geographies, and
chronologies. The study of ancient Roman wine has been
dominated until recently by traditional archaeological
analyses focused upon production facilities and ceramic
evidence related to transport. While such architecture and
artefact-focussed approaches provide a fundamental
foundation for our understanding of this topic, they fail to
provide the requisite nuance to answer other questions
regarding grape cultivation and wine production,
consumption, use and trade. As the first compendium of its
kind, this book supports the embedding of modern
scientific and experimental techniques into archaeological
fieldwork, research and laboratory analysis, pushing the
boundaries of what questions can be explored, and
serving as a launching point for future avenues of
interdisciplinary research.
For the Love of Wine John Wiley & Sons
"Matthews brings a scientist's skepticism and scrutiny to widely
held ideas and beliefs about viticulture--often promulgated by
people who have not tried to grow grapes for a living--and subjects
them to critical examination: Is terroir primarily a marketing ploy
that obscures our understanding of which environments really
produce the best wine? Can grapevines that yield a high berry crop
generate wines of high quality? What does it mean to have vines
that are balanced or grapes that are fully mature? Do biodynamic
practices violate biological principles? These and other questions
will be addressed in a book that could alternatively be titled (in
homage to a PUP bestseller) On Wine Bullshit"--Provided by
publisher.
Eastern Wines on Western Tables Univ of California Press
Mountainous terrain, volcanic soils, innumerable microclimates, and an
ancient culture of winemaking influenced by Greeks, Phoenicians, and
Romans make Italy the most diverse country in the world of wine. This
diversity is reflected in the fact that Italy grows the largest number of
native wine grapes known, amounting to more than a quarter of the
worldÕs commercial wine grape types. Ian DÕAgata spent thirteen years
interviewing producers, walking vineyards, studying available research,
and tasting wines to create this authoritative guide to ItalyÕs native grapes
and their wines. Writing with great enthusiasm and deep knowledge,
DÕAgata discusses more than five hundred different native Italian grape
varieties, from Aglianico to Zibibbo. DÕAgata provides details about how
wine grapes are identified and classified, what clones are available, which
soils are ideal, and what genetic evidence tells us about a varietyÕs
parentage. He gives historical and anecdotal accounts of each grape variety
and describes the characteristics of wines made from the grape. A regional
list of varieties and a list of the best producers provide additional guidance.
Comprehensive, thoroughly researched, and engaging, this book is the
perfect companion for anyone who wants to know more about the vast
enological treasures cultivated in Italy.
Books in Print Algonquin Books
"Art in the Lives of Ordinary Romans is superbly out of the ordinary. John
Clarke's significant and intriguing book takes stock of a half-century of
lively discourse on the art and culture of Rome's non-elite patrons and
viewers. Its compelling case studies on religion, work, spectacle, humor,
and burial in the monuments of Pompeii and Ostia, which attempt to revise
the theory of trickle-down Roman art, effectively refine our understanding
of Rome's pluralistic society. Ordinary Romans-whether defined in
imperialistic monuments or narrating their own stories through art in
houses, shops, and tombs-come to life in this stimulating work."—Diana E.
E. Kleiner, author of Roman Sculpture "John R. Clarke again addresses the
neglected underside of Roman art in this original, perceptive analysis of
ordinary people as spectators, consumers, and patrons of art in the public
and private spheres of their lives. Clarke expands the boundaries of Roman
art, stressing the defining power of context in establishing Roman ways of
seeing art. And by challenging the dominance of the Roman elite in image-
making, he demonstrates the constitutive importance of the ordinary
viewing public in shaping Roman visual imagery as an instrument of self-
realization."—Richard Brilliant, author of Commentaries on Roman Art,
Visual Narratives, and Gesture and Rank in Roman Art "John Clarke
reveals compelling details of the tastes, beliefs, and biases that shaped
ordinary Romans' encounters with works of art-both public monuments
and private art they themselves produced or commissioned. The author
discusses an impressively wide range of material as he uses issues of
patronage and archaeological context to reconstruct how workers, women,
and slaves would have experienced works as diverse as the Ara Pacis of
Augustus, funerary decoration, and tavern paintings at Pompeii. Clarke's
new perspective yields countless valuable insights about even the most
familiar material."—Anthony Corbeill, author of Nature Embodied: Gesture
in Ancient Rome "How did ordinary Romans view official paintings
glorifying emperors? What did they intend to convey about themselves
when they commissioned art? And how did they use imagery in their own
tombstones and houses? These are among the questions John R. Clarke

answers in his fascinating new book. Charting a new approach to people's
art, Clarke investigates individual images for their functional connections
and contexts, broadening our understanding of the images themselves and
of the life and culture of ordinary Romans. This original and vital book will
appeal to everyone who is interested in the visual arts; moreover, specialists
will find in it a wealth of stimulating ideas for further study."—Paul Zanker,
author of The Mask of Socrates: The Image of the Intellectual in Antiquity
Uncorking the Past John Wiley & Sons
Archaeology has been able to contribute far more to our knowledge
about wine and the gods of wine in the ancient world than ever could
have been imagined at the beginning of the last century.
Methods in Ancient Wine Archaeology Univ of California Press
Eastern Wines on Western Tables: Consumption, Trade and
Economy in Ancient Italy offers an interdisciplinary and multifaceted
research concerning wine trade and the Roman economy during
Classical antiquity.
A Companion to Ancient Agriculture Springer Science &
Business Media
Vinegars can be considered as acidic products of special
importance for the enri- ment of our diet, and resulting from the
desired or controlled oxidation of ethanol containing (liquid)
substrates. The traditional use and integration of vinegars in
numerous cultures can be traced back to ancient times. In fact,
the cultural heritage of virtually every civilization includes one
or more vinegars made by the souring action (of micro-
organisms) following alcoholic fermentation. It has been do-
mented that the Egyptians, Sumerians and Babylonians had
experience and tech- cal knowledge in making vinegar from
barley and any kind of fruit. Vinegar was very popular both in
ancient Greece and Rome, where it was used in food prepa-
tions and as remedy against a great number of diseases. In Asia,
the first records about vinegar date back to the Zhou Dynasty
(1027-221 BC) and probably China’s ancient rice wines may
have originally been derived from fruit, for which (malted) rice
was substituted later. The historical and geographical success of
vinegars is mainly due to the low technology required for their
production, and to the fact that several kinds of raw materials
rich in sugars may easily be processed to give vinegar. In
addition, vi- gars are well-known and accepted as safe and
stable commodities that can be c- sumed as beverages, health
drinks or added to food as preservatives or as flavo- ing agents.
Why Leather? Hachette UK
Video games, even though they are one of the present's
quintessential media and cultural forms, also have a surprising
and many-sided relation with the past. From seminal series like
Sid Meier's Civilization or Assassin's Creed to innovative indies
like Never Alone and Herald, games have integrated heritages
and histories as key components of their design, narrative, and
play. This has allowed hundreds of millions of people to
experience humanity's diverse heritage through the thrill of
interactive and playful discovery, exploration, and (re-)creation.
Just as video games have embraced the past, games themselves
are also emerging as an exciting new field of inquiry in
disciplines that study the past. Games and other interactive
media are not only becoming more and more important as tools
for knowledge dissemination and heritage communication, but
they also provide a creative space for theoretical and
methodological innovations. The Interactive Past brings together
a diverse group of thinkers -- including archaeologists, heritage
scholars, game creators, conservators and more -- who explore
the interface of video games and the past in a series of unique
and engaging writings. They address such topics as how
thinking about and creating games can inform on archaeological
method and theory, how to leverage games for the
communication of powerful and positive narratives, how games
can be studied archaeologically and the challenges they present
in terms of conservation, and why the deaths of virtual Romans
and the treatment of video game chickens matters. The book
also includes a crowd-sourced chapter in the form of a question-
chain-game, written by the Kickstarter backers whose donations
made this book possible. Together, these exciting and
enlightening examples provide a convincing case for how
interactive play can power the experience of the past and vice
versa.
Sophie's World R. R. Bowker
“A myth-busting, history-reclaiming, science-centric, skeptical—and yet
loving and respectful—tour of the history, the present, and even the future
of wine production.” —Cat Warren, author of What the Dog Knows “This
is quite a book and I hope it is read widely throughout the wine world and
that it has a huge impact. The fact that current practices have put a halt to
evolution for wine grapes, that was news to me. Tasting the Past shocked
the hell out of me.” —Kermit Lynch, wine merchant and author of
Adventures on the Wine Route Discover the hidden life of wine. After a
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chance encounter with an obscure Middle Eastern red, journalist Kevin
Begos embarks on a ten-year journey to seek the origins of wine. What he
unearths is a whole world of forgotten grapes, each with distinctive tastes
and aromas, as well as the archaeologists, geneticists, chemists—even a
paleobotanist—who are deciphering wine down to molecules of flavor. We
meet a young scientist who sets out to decode the DNA of every single
wine grape in the world; a researcher who seeks to discover the wines that
Caesar and Cleopatra drank; and an academic who has spent decades
analyzing wine remains to pinpoint ancient vineyards. Science illuminates
wine in ways no critic can, and it has demolished some of the most sacred
dogmas of the industry: for example, well-known French grapes aren’t
especially noble. We travel with Begos along the original wine
routes—starting in the Caucasus Mountains, where wine grapes were first
domesticated eight thousand years ago; then down to Israel and across the
Mediterranean to Greece, Italy, and France; and finally to America where
vintners are just now beginning to make distinctive wines from a new
generation of local grapes. Imagine the wine grape version of heirloom
vegetables or craft beer, or better yet, taste it: Begos offers readers drinking
suggestions that go far beyond the endless bottles of Chardonnay and
Merlot found in most stores and restaurants. In this viticultural detective
story wine geeks and history lovers alike will discover new tastes and
flavors to savor.

The History of Ancient and Modern Wines Univ of California
Press
A richly illustrated account of the story of ancient viniculture
The history of civilization is, in many ways, the history of wine.
This book is the first comprehensive account of the earliest
stages of the history and prehistory of viniculture, which
extends back into the Neolithic period and beyond. Elegantly
written and richly illustrated, Ancient Wine opens up whole new
chapters in the fascinating story of wine by drawing on recent
archaeological discoveries, molecular and DNA sleuthing, and
the writings and art of ancient peoples. In a new afterword, the
author discusses exciting recent developments in the
understanding of ancient wine, including a new theory of how
viniculture came to central and northern Europe.
Wine in Ancient India Cambridge University Press
A fascinating and approachable deep dive into the colonial roots of
the global wine industry. Imperial Wine is a bold, rigorous history of
Britain's surprising role in creating the wine industries of Australia,
South Africa, and New Zealand. Here, historian Jennifer Regan-
Lefebvre bridges the genres of global commodity history and
imperial history, presenting provocative new research in an
accessible narrative. This is the first book to argue that today's global
wine industry exists as a result of settler colonialism and that
imperialism was central, not incidental, to viticulture in the British
colonies. Wineries were established almost immediately after the
colonization of South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand as part of a
civilizing mission: tidy vines, heavy with fruit, were symbolic of
Britain's subordination of foreign lands. Economically and culturally,
nineteenth-century settler winemakers saw the British market as
paramount. However, British drinkers were apathetic towards what
they pejoratively called "colonial wine." The tables only began to
turn after the First World War, when colonial wines were marketed
as cheap and patriotic and started to find their niche among middle-
and working-class British drinkers. This trend, combined with social
and cultural shifts after the Second World War, laid the foundation
for the New World revolution in the 1980s, making Britain into a
confirmed country of wine-drinkers and a massive market for New
World wines. These New World producers may have only received
critical acclaim in the late twentieth century, but Imperial Wine
shows that they had spent centuries wooing, and indeed
manufacturing, a British market for inexpensive colonial wines. This
book is sure to satisfy any curious reader who savors the complex
stories behind this commodity chain.
Numbers Don't Lie Univ of California Press
No one can describe a wine like Karen MacNeil.
Comprehensive, entertaining, authoritative, and endlessly
interesting, The Wine Bible is a lively course from an expert
teacher, grounding the reader deeply in the fundamentals—vine-
yards and varietals, climate and terroir, the nine attributes of a
wine’s greatness—while layering on tips, informative asides,
anecdotes, definitions, photographs, maps, labels, and
recommended bottles. Discover how to taste with focus and
build a wine-tasting memory. The reason behind Champagne’s
bubbles. Italy, the place the ancient Greeks called the land of
wine. An oak barrel’s effect on flavor. Sherry, the world’s most
misunderstood and underappreciated wine. How to match wine
with food—and mood. Plus everything else you need to know to
buy, store, serve, and enjoy the world’s most captivating
beverage.
Amphoras and the Ancient Wine Trade Univ of California Press
This volume presents contemporary evidence scientific, archaeological,
botanical, textual, and historical for major revisions in our understanding
of winemaking in antiquity. Among the subjects covered are the
domestication of the Vinifera grape, the wine trade, the iconography of
ancient wine, and the analytical and archaeological challenges posed by
ancient wines. The essayists argue that wine existed as long ago as 3500
BC, almost half a millennium earlier than experts believed. Discover
named these findings among the most important in 1991. Featuring the
work of 23 internationally known scholars and writers, the book offers the
first wide ranging treatment of wine in the early history of western Asia
and the Mediterranean. Comprehensive and accessible while providing full
documentation, it is sure to serve as a catalyst for future research.

Ancient Wine Princeton University Press
In a lively gastronomical tour around the world and through the
millennia, Uncorking the Past tells the compelling story of

humanity's ingenious, intoxicating search for booze. Following a
tantalizing trail of archaeological, chemical, artistic, and textual
clues, Patrick E. McGovern, the leading authority on ancient
alcoholic beverages, brings us up to date on what we now know
about the creation and history of alcohol, and the role of alcohol
in society across cultures. Along the way, he integrates studies in
food and sociology to explore a provocative hypothesis about the
integral role that spirits have played in human evolution. We
discover, for example, that the cereal staples of the modern
world were probably domesticated in agrarian societies for their
potential in fermenting large quantities of alcoholic beverages.
These include the delectable rice wines of China and Japan, the
corn beers of the Americas, and the millet and sorghum drinks of
Africa. Humans also learned how to make mead from honey and
wine from exotic fruits of all kinds: even from the sweet pulp of
the cacao (chocolate) fruit in the New World. The perfect drink,
it turns out-whether it be mind-altering, medicinal, a religious
symbol, liquid courage, or artistic inspiration-has not only been a
profound force in history, but may be fundamental to the human
condition itself. This coffee table book will sate the curiosity of
any armchair historian interested in the long history of food and
wine.
Imperial Wine Farrar, Straus and Giroux
This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived program, which
commemorates University of California Press’s mission to seek out
and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice, reach, and
impact. Drawing on a backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived makes
high-quality, peer-reviewed scholarship accessible once again using
print-on-demand technology. This title was originally published in
1967.
Vine and Wine in the Ancient Greek World Princeton University
Press
This book shows how bubonic plague and smallpox helped end
the Hittite Empire, the Bronze Age in the Near East and later the
Carthaginian Empire. The book will examine all the possible
infectious diseases present in ancient times and show that life
was a daily struggle for survival either avoiding or fighting
against these infectious disease epidemics. The book will argue
that infectious disease epidemics are a critical link in the chain
of causation for the demise of most civilizations in the ancient
world and that ancient historians should no longer ignore them,
as is currently the case.
The Interactive Past Workman Publishing Company
In the aftermath of the 1992-1995 Bosnian war, the discovery of unmarked
mass graves revealed Europe's worst atrocity since World War II: the
genocide in the UN "safe area" of Srebrenica. To Know Where He Lies
provides a powerful account of the innovative genetic technology
developed to identify the eight thousand Bosnian Muslim (Bosniak) men
and boys found in those graves and elsewhere, demonstrating how
memory, imagination, and science come together to recover identities lost
to genocide. Sarah E. Wagner explores technology's import across several
areas of postwar Bosnian society—for families of the missing, the
Srebrenica community, the Bosnian political leadership (including Serb
and Muslim), and international aims of social repair—probing the meaning
of absence itself.
Postmodern Winemaking Routledge
A Companion to Food in the Ancient World presents a comprehensive
overview of the cultural aspects relating to the production, preparation, and
consumption of food and drink in antiquity. • Provides an up-to-date
overview of the study of food in the ancient world • Addresses all aspects
of food production, distribution, preparation, and consumption during
antiquity • Features original scholarship from some of the most influential
North American and European specialists in Classical history, ancient
history, and archaeology • Covers a wide geographical range from Britain
to ancient Asia, including Egypt and Mesopotamia, Asia Minor, regions
surrounding the Black Sea, and China • Considers the relationships of food
in relation to ancient diet, nutrition, philosophy, gender, class, religion, and
more
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